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The results did not support the hypothesis of positive effects in the experimental condition. In fact, the number of omissions was significantly higher in that condition. Longer reaction times in both conditions were found to be correlated to higher signal and display densities.

The following recommendations were made for further research:
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ABSTRACT

A simple monitoring task was extended to eight hours to achieve a higher realism in testing human vigilance. An extremely low stimulus frequency, the confinement of the subjects during the test run, and the scheduling of the experiment from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. were further tools to create a more operational environment. Subjects were treated in one of two conditions, simulating a shipborne tactical radar display with precoded information, to test a currently operational shape coding mechanism (control condition) for positive effects due to the addition of redundant colour codes (experimental condition).

The results did not support the hypothesis of positive effects in the experimental condition. In fact, the number of missed signals was significantly higher in that condition. Longer reaction times in both conditions were found to be correlated to higher signal and display densities.

The following recommendations were made for further research:

In the area of monochromatic displays, the effects of different, non-white colours and changes in light characteristics, e.g. luminance and saturation, should be compared against those of standard CRT colour and light parameters.

For multichromatic displays, experiments involving secondary tasks or artificial stimuli should be conducted to gain further evidence about the possibility of operator's 'target fixation' during monitoring due to certain colours or colour combinations. The importance of further research in the area of 'underload'-situations is emphasized.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. OPERATIONAL SETTING

The employment of fast patrol boats (FPB's) of the Federal German Navy in operations in the Baltic creates a special vigilance problem. Due to limitations in accommodation space, the boats have a small complement of men, just sufficient in number to man battle stations, but excluding any watch shifts. A normal operation, preceded by replenishment of ammunitions, water, and fuel, maintenance work, and tactical briefings during daylight, commences after sunset and is completed or terminated before dawn. Even in the age of sophisticated weapon and surveillance systems, the dark still provides the best cover against the FPB's most feared predator, the aircraft. But it is just that time interval, which arouses major concern about the performance of radar operators. The introduction of an up-to-date combat information system has eased the operators' surveillance task, but there are still questions about intolerable decrements in operator vigilance, which is crucial through the whole length of a mission, especially under the expectation of comparably low signal density for sea surveillance in the Baltic in time of tension or armed conflict.

E. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Since the FPB's combat information system is designed to allow the incorporation of user-originated software changes, attention has focused on improvements in that sector. Most likely, the eventual results will be, in human factors vocabulary, changes in signal display, more specifically, in information coding. Other environmental improvements to
enhance operator performance are infeasible in view of the limited space and other restrictions typical for a naval vessel. Such a set of conditions requires further research to gain insight into the several possibilities of improvement which are available. The one chosen as a promising alternative was the addition of redundant colour to the shape coding mechanism already in use in the tactical display. It is the goal of this study to determine whether the expenditure of the considerable costs of implementing such a change can be justified.

The following review covers relevant findings in both vigilance and signal theory to establish a more thorough understanding for this combination.
coding condition the subject was to receive, and a test run of 60 seconds' length, including 2 signal occurrences.

3. **Time Schedule and Questionnaires**

Subjects entered the experimental laboratory at 9:45 p.m. to go through the preparatory demonstration. The experiment proper began at 10 p.m. and ended at 6 a.m. of the following day. Except for breaks, the subjects remained in the experimental booth. A break was scheduled every two hours for 15 minutes. Non-alcoholic beverages and snacks were offered, and the subjects had time to visit the bathroom. Before and after the test and in every break the subjects had to fill out a questionnaire referring to their self-estimated state and performance. The questionnaires are given in appendices A1 - A3.

4. **Experiment**

   a. **Display**

   The computer's CRT represented a tactical radar screen of dimensions 60 x 50 mm with precoded information only. A simulated situation could contain simultaneously up to four signals and seven symbols (signals + background events). A situation was displayed on the screen without change or interruption for an interval of 6 seconds. After that, symbol positions were updated according to their previously determined movements (that could mean disappearance of the signal/symbol, if the new position was outside the screen boundaries), a new signal/symbol could be added (see below), and the new situation was displayed again. An 'own-ship' symbol remained in the center of the screen throughout the test. Three typical situations at signal entry are given in appendices B1 - B3.
The independent variables were the condition and the time segment, during which a particular signal occurred, resulting in the experimental design given in Table 2.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control Condition</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Condition</td>
<td>S1-S10</td>
<td>S1-S10</td>
<td>S1-S10</td>
<td>S1-S10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Condition</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Condition</td>
<td>S11-S20</td>
<td>S11-S20</td>
<td>S11-S20</td>
<td>S11-S20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reaction time and accuracy, i.e. number of errors, were the dependent variables.

2. **Preparation**

The first part of the subjects' preparation was a briefing which took place at least 6 hours before the experiment. It covered the motives for and the goal of the experiment, information about the shape codes, explanation of the display and simulation of the symbols, and instructions about the task, as given in the relevant sections within this chapter, without mentioning the different experimental conditions.

The second part was a short demonstration, taking place 5 to 10 minutes before the start of the experiment. It consisted of a self-paced display of the symbols in the
2. As the identification task requested reaction to enemy, i.e. red, signals only, a higher wavelength separation of that colour to the nearest one also in use (in this case, green instead of yellow) was considered favourable [Ref. 27] and less likely to induce errors of commission.

D. PROCEDURE

1. Design

There were two possible treatments in the experiment, both using the same shape coding mechanism against a black background, with an equal number of subjects in each treatment group. The 'operational' treatment, henceforth referred to as the control condition, used white symbols, the experimental treatment, henceforth referred to as the experimental condition, used coloured symbols with the colours red, green, and blue as redundant codes.

In each condition, six different symbols could be presented, of which two ('enemy') were defined as signals, four ('neutral' and 'friendly') as background events. Appearance of a signal required detection and discrimination between the two possible signals ('aircraft' or 'surface craft'), i.e. a combined search- and identification task, and the appropriate manual reaction, which will be explained in detail below.

The treatment that a subject received remained unchanged for the entire length of the experiment. Although the sequence and the inter-arrival time of the stimuli were randomized, the experiment was the same for each subject, except for the condition differences, this being ensured by the use of the same randomization procedures. The experiment was divided by breaks into four time segments of equal length and approximately equal workload, as defined by the number of signal occurrences in a segment.
2. Symbols

The presented symbols were either monochromatic with white colour, or multichromatic with colours red, green, and blue as redundant codes, both against a black background. The presentation of the symbols used in this experiment was as given in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Surface Craft</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enemy</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>◇</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>▨</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendly</td>
<td>▽</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The symbols had a width of 0.65 cm and a height of 0.40 (aircraft) or 0.65 cm (surface craft). Assuming an average distance of 75 cm between the observer's eye and the screen, the signals subtended a width of 25 minutes of arc, satisfying the technical requirements for a three-colour display [Ref. 27].

The three-colour combination of red, green, and blue was chosen as preferable to the normally used red-yellow-green for the following reasons:

1. The code red = enemy, green = neutral, blue = friendly is commonly used on coloured plots in the military services of NATO countries, and thus a 'population stereotype' for the participating subjects. The logic relation to the task was assumed to be strongest for that combination.
C. APPARATUS

1. Equipment

The test device was located inside a sound-attenuating and lightproof experimental booth with the dimensions \( L = 6'2" \), \( W = 6'0" \), \( H = 6'5" \). A Hewlett-Packard HP 9845 C desk-top computer placed on a 30" high table was used for the simulation display and the response input. The response keys were located on the keyboard as shown in figure 3.1.

![Diagram of keyboard with keys labeled for different purposes.]

Figure 3.1 Response Keys on the Keyboard.

The subjects were seated on an office chair with height 20", the back resting against one wall of the booth. The peripheral test devices (clock and printer) were located outside of the booth.
III. METHOD

A. OBJECTIVE

The objective of this experiment was twofold, first, to collect data on operator performance in a simple monitoring task during an 8-hour night time interval, and second, to search for possible positive effects by the addition of redundant colour codes to a currently operational set of shape codes.

B. SUBJECTS

20 subjects participated in the experiment, nineteen were military, one a civilian. 18 subjects were male, two female. Subjects belonged to four different nations, namely Germany (2), Norway (1), Turkey (2), and United States (15). Pair matching was used for the 3 smaller groups of different gender and nationality. The age of the youngest subject was 26 years, that of the oldest 42 years. The average age was 32.35 years. The chosen subjects had previous experience in working with displays containing coded information. A learning effect during the experiment was assumed to be negligible.

No cases of deficiencies in colour vision were reported among subjects, and sight anomalies were ruled out as non-existing or corrected. None of the subjects reported medical treatment with drugs that might have impaired their abilities. All subjects volunteered and most of them expressed genuine interest in the experiment. They could be described as highly activated towards their task.
the decrements that have been observed in most vigilance experiments during the first 30 minutes of time on task. There is some evidence that this decrement may not be found in a pure monitoring task [Ref. 12].

2. There seems to be a strong case for the beneficial effects of redundant colour coding in complex tasks and under high workloads. However, there is no evidence to suggest similar effects in a simple monitoring task of extended length.

3. A very low signal probability, combined with temporal and spatial uncertainty of signal occurrences, is expected to have negative influence on both reaction time and accuracy. It should be recalled that there is neither a theory nor data concerning the combination of a 'high' signal probability with a low background event rate, and its possible classification.

Proceeding from those conclusions, we expect the following results from the present experiment:

- Operator performance will show further decrements through session duration after the first 30 minutes, documented by an increase in detection latency (= reaction time) and a decrease in reaction accuracy (= increase in number of errors).

- Operator performance will be enhanced by the use of redundant colour coding, both in reaction time and accuracy.

- There will be an interaction between treatments (mono- vs. multichromatic) and session duration. The application of the redundant colour coding mechanism is anticipated to result in increasingly beneficial effects.
2. Technical Use of Chromatic Coding

a. Dimensionality

An accepted result of colour research is the limitation in the number of different colours for identification tasks. The established maximum in operational applications is four, although more colours may be used in other tasks after extensive previous training without negative effects on performance [Ref. 22], [Ref. 27].

b. Light Characteristics

Luminance, brightness, contrast, saturation, and wavelength separation are all found to be factors in the effects of colour coding. Although low differences, i.e. weak signals, may be used for subliminal perception or ISIS experiments [Ref. 12], high contrast, saturation, and wavelength separation are recommended to enhance search performance in monitoring tasks [Ref. 24], [Ref. 27].

c. Size

In addition to the factors mentioned, symbol size is considered to be a determinant in identification tasks using colour. Krebs [Ref. 27] suggests a minimal symbol width of 20 to 45 minutes of arc as necessary for unimpaired visual identification, the size increasing linearly with the number of colours in use.

C. EXPERIMENTAL HYPOTHESES

From the previously presented research results we conclude the following:

1. Human performance is liable to show severe decrements between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. due to a low in diurnal rhythm. Those decrements will occur in addition to and later than
1. Non-redundant colour in a search task is superior to all other codes by a wide margin, in an identification task to most others except alphanumeric coding.

2. The effects of redundant colours in an identification task are still undetermined, with one experiment in favour of colour coding [Ref. 21].

The more recent publications of Wagner [Ref. 22] and Christ [Ref. 17] are much more cautious in establishing an order and do not suggest a superiority for any particular code. During the same time, Oda [Ref. 23], Carter [Ref. 18], Kopala [Ref. 24], Noble and Sanders [Ref. 25], and Luder and Barber [Ref. 26] all reported significant improvements in performance of a search task using redundant colour coding. It must be emphasized, however, that those last experiments included multiple tasks and, in most cases, extremely high workloads. A widely used, more technically oriented reference [Ref. 27] states that

"... color coding will be helpful, if
- The display is unformatted,
- Symbol density is high,
- Operator must search for relevant information,
- Symbol legibility is degraded, and
- Color code is logically related to operator's task." [Ref. 27: p. 44]

but admits that colour coding may have a negative effect on the symbol identification time. In the case of redundant codes, the same authors suggest to

"... use fully redundant coding to improve symbol detectability and to aid in discriminating among symbols ..." [Ref. 27: p. 79],

and they report the combination colour/shape to be the most efficient.
e. Display Density

Display density is a synonym for the total number of symbols on display when a signal is presented. The term 'signal density' refers to the number of signals among them. Generally, increasing display density is expected to affect reaction times adversely [Ref. 17], with strong evidence that the use of colour codes reduces this effect considerably [Ref. 17], [Ref. 18]. It must be emphasized, however, that the experiments referred to did not use a simultaneous signal presentation.

E. SIGNAL DISPLAY

1. Coding Mechanisms and Different Tasks

Additional coding on radar displays was introduced to enable operators to cope with the increasing workload placed on them by modern information systems. The three major coding modalities are alphanumeric, shape, and colour. The goal of improving efficiency, measured in reaction time and number of errors, was tested in numerous experiments. However, they are far from unanimous in their findings about the superiority of a particular code.

The positive or negative effect of a coding mechanism is inseparably related to the task it is used in [Ref. 19]. For vigilance experiments using visual displays those tasks have been mostly search and identification. In a search task the subject knows the type of signal to expect and has to locate it on the screen. For identification the signal type is not known in advance and the task is to find a target and identify the category to which it belongs.

In 1975, Christ [Ref. 20] came to the following conclusions in his extensive literature research on colour coding:
occurrences are nearly as probable as background events (i.e. a 'high' signal probability), but the background event rate is very low itself, can be classified under high signal probability and included in the mentioned doubts about its validity.

c. Signal Complexity

Signal complexity stands for the dimensionality, duration, pattern, and sequence of signals. Dimensionality, i.e. the difference in representation (code) and location of symbols on the display, is found to have a negative effect on performance if it increases [Ref. 1]. An extensive, or repetitive duration of the signal, like, e.g., in the operational environment of a radar monitoring task, apparently shifts the emphasis of the operator's perception of the task from detection of signals to reaction time [Ref. 13], [Ref. 14].

Signal pattern and sequence describe spatial and temporal relation of signals to background events. A signal that changes the display by being added to a previous symbol pattern of other signals and background events in a continuous presentation is defined as "simultaneous". Such a signal occurrence is considered to be comparable to those in operational settings, especially monitoring. The reaction to signals presented like that may develop into what Wiener [Ref. 15] calls "inferential monitoring", essentially a continuous 'no signal'-hypothesis testing by the individual operator [Ref. 1: p. 24].

d. Signal Regularity

In addition to the factors described above, temporal and spatial uncertainty, e.g. total randomization, of signal occurrences on the display are found to have a negative, possibly even additive influence on reaction times, the latter on reaction accuracy as well [Ref. 16].
underlying constant signal probability, those observed effects are likely to occur, but very difficult to observe.

3. **Stimulus Characteristics**

A low signal rate is notable in itself, because it leads us into the field of theory concerning arousal and vigilance as a function of stimuli. Miller and Mackie list

"... three critically important characteristics of the stimuli used in experiments on vigilance that affect performance, namely the background event rate, signal probability, and signal complexity." [Ref. 1: p. 59].

These topics will be dealt with in the following paragraphs.

a. **Background Event Rate**

The authors conclude that all reviewed experiments used high or extremely high BERs compared to operational settings, making generalization difficult. But, they state, vigilance theories concur in predicting that low background event and signal rates will lower the monitoring load, and hence the levels of arousal and expectancy, resulting in greater deterioration of performance.

b. **Signal Probability**

A well established result of vigilance testing is that signal probability, i.e. the ratio of signal rate to background event rate, is directly related to the probability of detection itself. Thus, a low signal probability will lead to a reduced detection probability. It is suggested that the signal probability in a vigilance experiment should be as low as in comparable operational settings if the experimenter wishes to be able to generalize his results to that environment. One question that has not been dealt with is whether an experiment in which signal
the present experiment. The experiments of O'Hanlon and Kelley [Ref. 6], Klein [Ref. 7], and Poulton [Ref. 8] confirm the concern about loss of vigilance in spite of grave personal consequences of inattention, even in recognized emergencies.

One must exercise caution, however, in assuming an external validity of these results for this test setting, because all of the studies mentioned above are field experiments and used a relatively more complex task, e.g., the driving of a motor vehicle, instead of monitoring.

The important aspect of visual fatigue can only be mentioned, emphasizing that there are no results showing a definite correlation between that phenomenon and degradation in performance [Ref. 9].

2. Signal Detection Theory (TSD)

A major question in vigilance research remains whether the theory of signal detection is generally applicable or not. It seems to be especially applicable to a monitoring task involving both decision and discrimination [Ref. 1]. Some more specific remarks are, however, necessary. An in-depth literature review by Swets [Ref. 10] points out that there is evidence that the normally observed increase in the observer's decision criterion did not occur in experiments in which signal occurrences were as probable as or more probable than background events. A contemporary experiment by Vickers [Ref. 11] shows that criterion to be dependent on the difference between a 'local' and a cumulative signal probability established by the observer. Teichner [Ref. 12], a major critic, states that the assumption of a subjects' change of the decision criterion based on an acquired knowledge of signal probability is unlikely to occur within an experiment. For the case of a very low rate, but high irregularity of signals, even with an
II. REVIEW

A. VIGILANCE

1. Circadian Rhythm and Correlates

Vigilance has been a major concern of human factors studies in the past and present. For our special case, an eight hours sustained operation, it has been found that

"... with a few notable exceptions, ...' vigilance researchers simply have not attempted to measure whatever performance decrements may occur during such time frame." [Ref. 1: p. 49].

All those who make the attempt have to deal with the phenomenon of circadian or diurnal rhythm. Coates [Ref. 2] states that the extent of performance decrement in sustained operations depends on the simultaneous phase of circadian rhythm. More specifically, we derive from his results that a operational phase from dusk to dawn coincides with a worst case decrement in vigilance performance of nearly 35%. The few existing investigations of real world performance in the same time frame are even more specific showing a performance 'low' in terms of number of errors at 3 a.m. [Ref. 3] and from midnight to 6 a.m. [Ref. 4], respectively. A field study on vigilance during prolonged night driving [Ref. 5] concurs with these results. Furthermore, the experimenters conclude that the decrement found in their case was not only caused by previous daily work, but by its combination with declining diurnal rhythm, monotonous task, and lack of sleep, all these contributing to a marked deterioration of performance even under confrontation with personal danger. We could hardly find a situation more apt to comparison with
1. **Simulaticr**

Symbol characteristics were created randomly with five different random draws:

1. **Symbol identity** (enemy, neutral, or friendly), using a uniform distribution with the probabilities \( p(\text{enemy}) = 0.4, p(\text{neutral}) = 0.3, \) and \( p(\text{friendly}) = 0.3 \)

2. **Symbol type** (aircraft or surface craft), using the conditional probabilities \( p(\text{aircraft} \mid \text{enemy}) = 0.625, \) \( p(\text{aircraft} \mid \text{neutral}) = 0.667, \) and \( p(\text{aircraft} \mid \text{friendly}) = 0.667 \).

3. **Speed**, based on type, could vary uniformly between 400 and 600 knots for aircraft and 12 and 36 knots for surface craft.

4. **Entry Point.** First occurrence on the screen was possible only on its boundaries with equal probability for all points.

5. **Course.** Dependent on the side of the screen on which the entry occurred, a stimulus' course could vary uniformly through the semicircle extending towards the center of the screen, e.g. for an entry from the 'bottom' from 'left' \( (= 270 \text{ degrees} ) \) over 'up' \( (= 360 \text{ degrees} ) \) to 'right' \( (= 90 \text{ degrees} ) \).

Speed, entry point, and course were the factors deciding how long, i.e. in how many 6-seconds-iterations, a symbol was displayed on the screen. For aircraft, that time varied between one and three minutes, for surface craft, between 5 and 63 minutes.

A sixth random draw at the beginning of each 6-seconds display interval determined whether the entry of a new stimulus took place or not. The probability of a new entry was
0.02, setting the expected time interval between entries at 5 minutes. An experiment included presentation of 33 signals, distributed with 8, 9, 7, and 9 occurrences in the four time intervals, and 59 background events, distributed with 25, 10, 8, and 16 occurrences, 92 stimuli in all.

c. Task

Subjects were required to respond to the appearance of a signal on the CRT by pressing one button in one of two specified columns on the keyboard, discriminating between the two possible signals by choosing the respective column associated with that signal. They received no feedback as to the accuracy of their discrimination or response. The program used in the experiment was designed to record only the first reaction on a new target and to disregard further corrective or inadvertent input.

The use of a position indicator, e.g., a light pen or a marker on the CRT, to associate a reaction with a particular signal that had occurred, was considered to be a confounding factor with respect to reaction time in a vigilance task, and was therefore excluded from the experiment. Without such an indicator, the recorded reactions could only be attributed to the symbol which had appeared most recently on the screen.

5. Supervision

The program caused the printer to print a warning message in the situation that a subject missed a signal in the first interval of appearance, i.e., for 6 seconds. This was interpreted as a possible indication that the subject had fallen asleep. The experimenter remained in the test room, but outside the booth, for the full length of the experiment. He entered the booth only, if alarmed by the printed warning message, 30 seconds after the warning.
6. Recording

Reaction time and accuracy were recorded automatically by the program. At the end of the experiment the records were transferred to a magnetic tape data file for further use and printed in hard copy for an immediate check.

a. Reaction Time

Reaction time was recorded with an accuracy of 1/10 of a second.

b. Errors

The following errors were recorded:

- **Error of Omission.** The subject did not react to a signal until the next stimulus appeared. This caused a check of the subject in the booth by the experimenter.

- **Error of Discrimination.** The subject reacted to the appearance of a signal, but identified it incorrectly.

- **Error of Commission.** The subject reacted to a non-signal stimulus by pressing a response button ('False Alarm').

c. Recording Device

As the response buttons were sensitive to the lightest touch, there were frequent recordings of inadvertent input after appearance of a non-signal stimulus. Those were easily recognized by their excessive reaction times of, e.g., 77 seconds. There was no ambiguous case, which might have been interpretable as an error of commission.
IV. RESULTS

A. ERRORS

The main characteristic of the error data was the performance of a few 'bad watchkeepers' and the high number of misses in the experimental condition. Errors are listed per subject in appendices C1 and C2. Summed up, the distribution of errors was as given in table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Omission</th>
<th>Discrimination</th>
<th>Commission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In view of all ties in the data, a nonparametric rank test seemed the best choice to test the null hypothesis that

- both conditions will have the same effects on the number of errors.

The null hypothesis was tested separately for each of the three possible types of error. The Mann-Whitney-test [Ref. 28: p. 216 ff.] was selected as the most appropriate. In the following description of test results, X is used as index for data of the control condition, Y as index for the
Experimental condition. The test results for the different types of errors were as follows:

- **Errors of Omission.** The ranksums were $R(X) = 83.5$ and $R(Y) = 126.5$, hence $R(Y)$ was selected for the test. The null hypothesis was rejected, with a $T_1$-value of 2.008, significant at the 0.02-level.

Errors in the experimental condition were distributed with 1, 4, 3, and 3 occurrences over the four time intervals. Analysis by situations, i.e. by format and density of the display at the time of signal appearance and by the preceding interarrival time, did not indicate influences by spatial signal uncertainty, degrees of display density, or different preceding interarrival times of signals or background events.

- **Errors of Discrimination.** The ranksums were $R(X) = 109.5$, $R(Y) = 100.5$, $R(X)$ was selected. The null hypothesis was accepted at the 0.25-level with a $T_1$-value of 0.548.

- **Errors of Commission.** The ranksums were $R(X) = 92.5$, and $R(Y) = 117.5$, respectively; $R(Y)$ was selected for the test. The null hypothesis was accepted at the 0.1-level with a $T_1$-value of 1.131.

Errors in the experimental condition occurred in the first time interval only, in the control condition they were distributed with 2, 0, 2, and 1 over the time intervals.

E. REACTION TIME

1. General

The recorded reaction times are shown in figure 4.1 and figure 4.2 on the next page.
Figure 4.1 Histogram of Reaction Times.

Figure 4.2 Distribution of Reaction Times over Duration.
An inspection of the data gave reason to perform an outlier test. This led to the exclusion of all reaction times beyond 10.75 seconds, in all, 9 data points out of 660, from the analysis. The result was a reduction in variance from that of the complete data set to that used in the analysis by 65 percent.

2. **Analysis of Variance for Time and Condition**

The data were ordered in a 2x4 block design as shown in table 2 in the previous chapter. The test used for the analysis was the 'Analysis-of-Variance test for factorial experiments', as given in Winer [Ref. 29: p. 228ff.].

The validity of the assumption of homogeneity for all variances was established by performing two tests recommended by the same author. Both Hartley's (F-max-) test with $F = 3.2901$ and Cochran's test with $C = 0.2227$ showed the differences between variances to be not significant at the 0.1-level (see Appendix D).

The results of the analysis of variance are shown in table 4. The level of significance is 0.05, if not stated explicitly otherwise.

Therefore time was accepted as having an effect on performance with significance at the 0.001-level. A computation of trend components [Ref. 29: p. 273ff.] showed the main trend to be linear (see figure 4.3) with $SS_{lin} = 3.573$, or 69% of the total main effect.

There was no significant difference in the effects of the control and experimental conditions.

The interaction between time and conditions was not significant. Although figure 4.3 seems to indicate a certain change of trend between conditions in the last two intervals, a Newman-Keuls multiple range test [Ref. 29: p. 80] showed that change to be not significant.
TABLE 4
ANOVA for Time and Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>dF</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F (obt.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.1768</td>
<td>1.7256</td>
<td>9.4497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0274</td>
<td>0.0274</td>
<td>0.1498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time x Condition</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8474</td>
<td>0.2825</td>
<td>1.5469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21.6396</td>
<td>1.2022</td>
<td>6.5835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>9.8609</td>
<td>0.1826</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>37.5520</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3 Cell Means of Time Segments and Conditions.

Differences between subjects were significant beyond the 0.001-level.
3. **Effects of Signal Occurrence Situations**

As for the errors, an analysis of reaction times by display characteristics at the time of signal appearance was performed. There was no evidence for negative effects by temporal or spatial uncertainty of signal occurrences. For density, however, expressed either in the number of signals (figure 4.4) or the total number of symbols (figure 4.5) on display, inspection of the data in graphical representation showed that both had a recognizable effect over time segments, leading to statistical analysis in both cases. The tests used for the analysis of time and conditions [Ref. 29] were applied again.

a. Analysis of Signal Density versus Conditions

![Graph](image)

**Figure 4.4 Effects of Signal Density over Conditions.**

The possible number of signals on display ranged from one to four, the 33 situations of signal occurrence...
distributed with frequencies of 15/1, 11/2, 5/3, and 2/4 over the different densities. The 2x4 block design used was similar to that used in the first analysis (see table 2), the main factors now being signal density and condition. It should be emphasized, however, that the analysis in this case was based on an unequal number of data points for the different 'density'-blocks (see above).

The differences between cell variances were found to be not significant at the 0.10-level with a F-max of 3.0067 and a Cochran's C of 0.1798 (see Appendix E). The results of the analysis are shown in table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F (obt.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signal Density</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.2027</td>
<td>1.4009</td>
<td>8.5769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.D. x Condition</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.7048</td>
<td>0.2349</td>
<td>1.4383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22.3089</td>
<td>1.2394</td>
<td>7.5881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>8.8200</td>
<td>0.1633</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>36.0379</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signal density was found to have a main effect on reaction time, significant beyond the 0.001-level, but without a significant linear trend.

The difference in the effects of the conditions was insignificant and, actually, statistically hardly detectable. There was no significant interaction between the two factors. Differences between subjects were again highly significant.
I. Analysis of Display Density versus Conditions

![Graph showing effects of display density over conditions]

Figure 4.5 Effects of Display Density over Conditions.

Due to the fact that only a few signals occurred in 'high' (5-7 symbols) display density, five blocks were used for the seven different densities. The first four blocks contain the data points with corresponding display densities of one through four symbols, the fifth block contains all data points of 'high' density (see above). With that adjustment, the distribution of the 33 situations of signal occurrence was 4/1, 7/2, 6/3, 8/4, and 8/5+ over display density, more equal than in the case of signal density. Due to the different number of blocks, a 2x5 design was used for the analysis in this case, the main factors being display density and condition.

Again, the tests for homogeneity of cell variances showed no significant differences with a F-max of 3.4428 and a Cochran's C of 0.1587 (see Appendix F).
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The results of the analysis of variance were as given in table 6.

\[\text{TABLE 6} \]

\text{ANOVA for Display Density and Condition}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>(F(\text{ obt.}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Display Density</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.9748</td>
<td>2.9937</td>
<td>29.1438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>0.1134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.I. x Condition</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4015</td>
<td>0.1004</td>
<td>0.9771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26.9489</td>
<td>1.4972</td>
<td>14.5750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>7.3960</td>
<td>0.1027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>46.7327</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Display density was found to have a significant effect on reaction time with \(p << 0.001\). Comparison of trend components showed a strong linearity with \(SS_{\text{lin}} = 10.72\) (\(= 90\%\)), the linear and quadratic trend together accounting for 99.6\% of the total sum of squares.

Conditions had no significant effect on reaction time. There was no significant interaction between the main factors. Differences between subjects were highly significant beyond the 0.005-level.

C. QUESTIONNAIRES

All subjects responded to the questionnaire, one set of answers (S 11) was lost.

Nearly all subjects had had an average workload on the day they participated in the experiment, most of them with the expectation to work again the next day.
All subjects reported a decline of at least one grade over time in the self-estimation of their performance.

The reported patterns of sleep/drowsiness and impaired vision were, except for one case, exactly the same for both conditions.

Although nearly all subjects from the control group complained about the brightness of the symbols in their comments, none of the experimental group did. All subjects, however, did complain about the heat and the bad air in the experimental booth in the free-style comments which were asked for in the last questionnaire.

All subjects estimated the breaks to have positive effects, but less so from break to break.

Both groups reported approximately equal operator workloads for the same time segments with a sharp increase in perceived load in the last segment.

A marked difference was found only in the subjects' answer to the question which situation, i.e. signal appearance in the simultaneous display pattern, they had perceived as the most difficult to react to. This is shown in table 7.

Although none of the subjects admitted difficulties in reaction or discrimination in the explicit questionnaire part, three of the participants in the experimental condition reported a detrimental effect on detection capability in the comments. They attributed this to an error that they called 'target fixation' and described as a disturbance of a normal monitoring pattern by focusing on and unconsciously devoting attention to signals already present on the screen before a particular signal appeared.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situation on Screen and Signal Occurrence</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Experiment Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Signal (on clear screen)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$ added to $N-S$ (no other $S$)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$ added to other $S$ and $N-S$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$S =$ signal, $N-S =$ non-signal (background event)
### APPENDIX C

**DISTRIBUTION OF REACTION ERRORS OVER SUBJECTS**

#### Part 1: Control Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Omission</th>
<th>Discrimination</th>
<th>Commission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sum**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Omission</th>
<th>Discrimination</th>
<th>Commission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Signal Appearance on Screen with Other Signals
(circle indicates signal that just appeared)
B. Signal Appearance on Screen with other Non-Signals
(circle indicates signal that just appeared)
APPENDIX B
DISPLAY SITUATIONS

A. Signal Appearance on Clear Screen
   (circle indicates signal that just appeared)
Post-test Questionnaire

Underline right answers

1. How do you feel now?
   Fully Awake  Awake  In Between  Tired  Very Tired

2. How would you estimate your ability to drive a car?
   Very Good  Good  Fair  Poor  Very Poor

3. How would you rate your mood?
   (5 = excited --- 1 = indifferent)

4. How would you rate the target coding mechanism?
   Very Good  Good  Medium  Poor  Very Poor

5. Did you have difficulties in discriminating target identities (Hostile, Neutral, Friendly)? Yes No

6. Did you have difficulties in discriminating target types (surface craft, aircraft)? Yes No

7. Did you have difficulties with the location of the reaction keys? Yes No

8. Comments on the other side, please

   Thank You !!!
Break Questionnaire

1. How would you rate your performance in the last 2 hours?
   - Good
   - Above Average
   - O.K.
   - Below Average
   - Poor

2. What did you feel in your performance during the last 2 hours?
   - Improvement
   - No change
   - Decline

3. Did you feel sleepy or drowsy during the last 2 hours?
   - Yes
   - No

4. Did you have moments of impaired (blurred) vision during the last 2 hours?
   - Yes
   - No

5. How would you rate the 'operator workload' in the last 2 hours?
   - Very High
   - High
   - Medium
   - Low
   - Very Low

6. Which situation was most difficult to react on?
   - Target appearance on empty screen after waiting
   - Target appearance on screen with other non-targets
   - Target appearance on screen with other targets

7. How do you feel now compared with the time before the last 2 hours?

8. How would you rate the effect of the last break on your performance afterwards, i.e. in the last 2 hours?
   - Very positive
   - Positive
   - No effect
   - Negative
   - Very Negative

9. How would you rate your present mood?
   - (5 = excited --- 1 = indifferent)
APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRES

Pre-test Questionnaire  Underline right answers

1. When did you get up today? _____:_____

2. Did you have a nap today?  Yes  No
and, if yes, when? _____:_____  

3. Which of the normal meals did you have today?
   Breakfast  Lunch  Dinner  

4. How many hours did you work today? _____ Hrs  

5. When did you stop working today? _____:_____  

6. When do you expect to start work tomorrow? _____:_____  

7. How would you describe your workload for today?  
   Very High  High  Medium  Low  Very Low  

8. How is your expected workload for tomorrow?  
   Very High  High  Medium  Low  Very Low  

9. Do you expect to start a major task tomorrow?  Yes  No  

10. How would you rate your present mood? _____  
    ( 5 = excited  --- 1 = indifferent )
D. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

It must be emphasized that this experiment dealt only with one of a multitude of possible sets of alternate conditions. The answers and comments of the questionnaire are one of the main sources to proceed to the rational development of new experiments.

In the case of the control condition, i.e. a monochromatic display, there are two definite paths visible. The first deals with different, non-white colours, which can be evaluated with respect to their power of arousal and, on the other hand, its effects on eye fatigue, a still open research topic itself. The other involves experimenting with the infinite spectrum of light characteristics, e.g. brightness and saturation of colour, with similar goals.

For the experimental condition, the multichromatic display, there remains the unsolved question about the high number of errors. This problem should be examined and its presence verified. Using the only hint available from some questionnaires, the phenomenon of 'target fixation', not known under these circumstances, should be reviewed. Two applicable types of experiment can involve breaking the attention devoted to the monitoring by either secondary tasks, or by artificial stimuli.

Common to both conditions was the very low operator workload. Although there is growing concern about investigating the 'underload'-situation, most experimenters seem to prefer test conditions with high or maximal workloads, combining a larger number of analyzable responses with a shorter task duration. The results of this experiment emphasize the concern that the effects of low workloads deserve more attention and research efforts.
Seclusion in the experimental booth was chosen, among other reasons, to keep the 'reinforcement' by presence of a supervisor or, in this case, his absence, equal for all subjects. That situation is not typical for an operator's work in a CIC, which is routinely supervised by his superiors.

2. Sample

The subjects of both groups were taken from a very special population. The students attending courses at the Naval Postgraduate School have passed rigorous training and selection in their previous careers. They represent - and probably consider themselves - an elite among their peers, and they are highly motivated towards both their present academic and future military tasks. A more 'normal' population might present greater difficulties in motivation due to less professional attitude, ability to imagine a combat threat situation, and personal initiative.

3. Experiment

The desk-top computer used in the experiment has features rather different from those of a surveillance radar console. The screen is very small in comparison to that of a surveillance radar, and the response keys were neither labeled nor illuminated, as they are in the operational setting, e.g. a CIC. The small size of the screen, on the other hand, prevented confounding errors due to a human's weakness in peripheral colour perception, especially for red. Lack of technical feedback, like the indicator for target acquisition on a radar screen, was another factor reducing the subjects' reinforcement.
The case made for the influences of irrelevant colour does, of course, not apply in the operational setting. The difference between neutral and friendly forces is quite relevant, and a hostile craft represents a threat and has to be watched as long as it is on display.

Last, but not least, the question about the validity of this experiment, influenced by its deviations from the field setting, deserves a more explicit answer.

C. LIMITATIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT

1. Environment

A major goal of this experiment was to achieve a high degree of validity for operational concepts by the duration of the experimental session and the seclusion of the subjects. The operational environment of a ship's CIC could, of course, not be totally duplicated.

The subjects' general complaint about heat stress and sleepiness due to bad air in the booth shows that at least some environmental stress came to bear. In the case of heat, however, the influence may have been enhancing rather than detrimental [Ref. 31]. Lack of oxygen is probably not a factor in modern, air conditioned shipborne CICs.

Other environmental stress factors of work aboard a ship like motion, noise, and vibration could, however, not be simulated due to limitations in equipment. From the author's own experience, motion sickness must be considered as a major concern on small units, especially in prolonged monitoring tasks in a CIC environment. Strong high-frequency vibrations, normally very distinct aboard FFPB's due to the high ratio of engine space in relation to the size of the boat, can be a factor with ambiguous influences, too, as vibrations can arouse a subject's attention as well as they can put him to sleep.
above [Ref. 18] or, in one experiment with simultaneous signal appearances [Ref. 30], at a density level of 16 symbols. This points again to the concern about generalizability of other results towards low workload experiments.

B. OPERATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

From the point of view expressed in the initial operational setting, two results seem to be important.

1. The use of redundant colour codes does not result in a significant improvement of performance, i.e., in this case, reduction of decrement. On the other hand, the high number of ommisional errors raises serious questions about hidden disadvantages. The importance of that result cannot be expressed in its statistical significance only. An operational estimate would attribute a much higher value to an error of omission than to either of the other two types of error. A missed reaction in 3.3% of all cases of target appearances would be unacceptable in all operational mission scenarios.

2. Although time, i.e. task duration, was found to have a significant effect on reaction time, there was no evidence for a definite 'low' in operator performance, the decrement being much more linear over time than initially expected, and the average reaction times would be acceptable in an operational environment with an up-to-date hostile threat. This result is reassuring in view of the initially expressed concern about lows or gaps in operator performance under the time constraints used in this experiment.

The 'underload'-condition must be considered as normal in a situation with pre-conflict or conflict environments at sea for approximately 95% of the time, and it deserves corresponding attention in further design.
2. Reaction Times

Although some subjects showed the expected vigilance decrements of the first 30 minutes, there was no overall significance. The effect of duration on reaction time was significant, but lower than expected from results of investigations dealing with the same time frame.

The experimental condition did not show the expected positive influence versus the control condition. Although the relation in the last interval is perceptibly different from the others, data are too few to support establishing a hypothesis about a negative trend in the control condition. The turnaround of the difference in that interval may have been caused by increasingly higher eye fatigue in the control condition, indicated by the general complaint about the high brightness of the display in the corresponding group of subjects.

The absence of differences between the mean reaction times of the two conditions, against our expectations based on the results of Oda [Ref. 23] and Kopala [Ref. 24], might be explained by expanding on the previously mentioned argument of irrelevant colours. The second part of the task was discrimination, i.e. reaction to a shape-coded information, and reaction time in the experimental condition may have suffered from the detrimental effect of irrelevancies in the redundant colour coding mechanism. The fact that all recent experiments reporting beneficial effects of redundant colour coding used a high or very high operator workload, and the contrast of their results with the one presented above raise serious questions about the generalizability of the former to an 'underload'-situation.

The significant effects of both signal and display density are unexpected at this relatively low level of density, as comparable effects have been observed only far
While the redundant colour codes of the background events had a well-defined logic relation to the respective shape-coded symbols, they might be considered irrelevant, as there was no demand on the subject to discriminate between them. This can, however, hardly be used as an explanation for the number of commissions. All available research results [Ref. 26] point to the conclusion that irrelevant colour coding has a negative effect on the processing of achromatic coded information, probably due to the different (parallel vs. serial) human processing mechanisms for those codes. Detection in the experimental condition, however, required processing of chromatic coded information.

The only applicable information are the questionnaire comments about 'target fixation' in the experimental condition. Although the description of this erroneous behaviour sounds logical and seems to appeal to 'common sense', it is not supported by the comparison of reaction times of selected situations with signal appearances spatially either very close to or very far from already displayed signals. It could be hypothesized, however, that in this context an 'old' signal's redundant colour (red) was not only irrelevant, but distracting, as it gave an 'attention'-specification to something that had been dealt with already from the aspect of the response task.

Occurrences of either of the two other types of error were neither significantly different over the two conditions nor unexpectedly high. The temporal distribution of errors of commission does not indicate an increase over time, as would be expected from field experiments with comparable time frames [Ref. 3], [Ref. 4]. On the contrary, there seems to be a possible 'learning effect' in the experimental condition.
V. DISCUSSION

A. EVALUATION OF RESULTS

1. ERRORS

The most prominent result was the high number of missed signals in the experimental condition. It should be noted that the number of omissions is not attributable to one or two bad performers; 50% of the subjects in the experimental condition missed at least one target (see figure 5.1).

![Figure 5.1 Response Surface (Plateau = Omission).](image)

There is no comparable evidence from other experiments dealing with monitoring tasks that substantiate this result.
### Part 2: Experimental Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Omission</th>
<th>Discrimination</th>
<th>Commission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S 11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Sum      | 11       | 2              | 5           |
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BOXPLOT OF CELL VARIANCES FOR ANOVA 1

CONTROL CONDITION

TIME SEGMENTS 1 THROUGH 4

REACTION TIME IN SECONDS

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION

TIME SEGMENTS 1 THROUGH 4

REACTION TIME IN SECONDS
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BOX PLOT OF CELL VARIANCES FOR ANOVA 2

CONTROL CONDITION

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION

REPRODUCED AT GOVERNMENT EXPENSE
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BOX PLOT OF CELL VARIANCES FOR ANOVA 3

CONTROL CONDITION

SYMBOLS ON DISPLAY (5:5 OR MORE)

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION

SYMBOLS ON DISPLAY (5:5 OR MORE)
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